This paper is to illustrate that the main result of the paper [R.U. Verma, Generalized overrelaxed proximal algorithm based on A-maximal monotonicity framework and applications to inclusion problems, Mathematical and Computer Modelling 49 (2009) 1587-1594 is incorrect. The convergence rate of the over-relaxed proximal point algorithm should be greater than 1. Moreover, the strong convergence and the unique solution may not be proved accordingly in the paper by Verma.
Lemma 2 (See [1, Lemma 3.2, p. 1589]). Let X be a real Hilbert space, let
where (r − ρm) > 0.
In [1] , the author used Lemmas 1 and 2 to obtain the following main result on the convergence rate, which holds only 
and y k satisfies
where
and 
Next we will prove that the main result of Theorem 3.3 in [1] is incorrect for any (r − ρ k m) > 0. We will prove the incorrectness of [1] in two cases:
Proof. We will prove that θ 
Since the underlying operator A is r-strongly monotone and s-Lipschitz continuous, then the following relationship ) > 0 for any positive numbers ρ k , m. Since from (6), α k > 1, then
As a result of (9)- (12), we have the following estimate
This completes the proof of our Claim 1.
From (9), (10), (13), (14), we have the following estimate
